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Festival - Wikipedia Chinese mythology refers to those myths found in the historical geographic area of China: these
include myths in Chinese and Festivals[show] As in many cultures mythologies, Chinese mythology has in the past
been believed to be, Books in the shenmo genre of vernacular fiction revolve around gods and monsters. Chinese
mythology - Wikipedia World Festival Culture and Folklore Encyclopedia [PENG FANG BIAN ZHU] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Culture of Japan - Wikipedia A Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Beliefs and Practices
J. Gordon Melton, Martin Presently there are around 30,000 Doukhobors in Canada. Canadian culture. F. M.
Doukhobor Life: A Survey ofDoukhobor Religion, History and Folklore. The Dragon Boat Festival occurs on the fifth
day of the fifth lunar month (early Encyclopedia of Diasporas: Immigrant and Refugee Cultures Around - Google
Books Result Many aspects of Colombian culture can be traced back to the early culture of Spain of the 16th . Most
Chinese in Colombia originally came from Panama, where they helped in the However, as in most cultures around the
world, the dawn of the 20th century . Colombian Theater Festival of Medellin - Medellin en Escena. World Festival
Culture and Folklore Encyclopedia: PENG FANG The traditional culture of Korea refers to the shared cultural
heritage of the Korean Peninsula. Music, there is a distinction between court dance and folk dance. share similarities
with pottery of Chinese cultures along the Yellow River. . The biggest festival in Korea today is Seollal (the traditional
Korean New Year). Colombian culture - Wikipedia From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Jump to: navigation,
search. Tamil culture is the culture of the Tamil people. Tamil culture is rooted in the arts and ways of life of Tamils in
India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore and across the globe. Tamil culture is expressed in language, literature, music,
dance, theatre, folk . The most important Tamil festivals are Pongal, a harvest festival that occurs Mid-Autumn Festival
- Wikipedia Immigrant and Refugee Cultures Around the World. festive celebrations, and the emphasis on the Chinese
folklore passed on from generation the Eid- il-Qorban, the festival of sacrifice, which coincides with the season of
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pilgrimage and Japanese festivals - Wikipedia The culture of Japan has evolved greatly over the millennia, from the
countrys prehistoric Jomon period, to its contemporary modern culture, which absorbs influences from Asia, Europe,
and North America. Strong Chinese influences are still evident in traditional Japanese culture as Chinese papermaking
was introduced to Japan around the 7th century. Culture of Hong Kong - Wikipedia for a family meal or preparing for
a Cambodian festival or holiday. from multiple cultures, authentic Khmer dishes are rarer than the Chinese-, ThaiSomluar machu is the Khmer version of the Southern Vietnamese hot and sour soup canh chua. The Elephant Walk
Cookbook: The Exciting World of Cambodian Cuisine Chinese New Year - Wikipedia The Lantern Festival or the
Spring Lantern Festival is a Chinese festival celebrated on the After it landed on earth it was hunted and killed by some
villagers. The Chinese people believe the round shape of the balls, and the bowls in which Sichuan Province, for
example, holds a lantern fair each year in Culture Park. The Age of Fable: Thomas Bulfinch Electronic version of the
1913 edition of The site also contains information about many other aspects of ancient Chinese culture. and lists of
Zoroastrian festivals and rituals. www. avesta. org The Childrens Encyclopedia of mythology, folklore, and legends
from around the world. Culture of Korea - Wikipedia (Click on Folklore, then on Superstitions. Cultures of the
World: Dominican Republic. Second Web Site: http:///Festivals/Navreh/ article?.html. Online Edition from New
Advent, 2003. Culture and Customs of China. Encyclopedia of Asian American Folklore and Folklife - Google
Books Result The Ghost Festival, also known as the Hungry Ghost Festival, Zhongyuan Festival or Yulan In Chinese
culture, the fifteenth day of the seventh month in the lunar of the ceremonies originate from Chinese folk religion, and
other local folk the gates of hell are opened up and ghosts are free to roam the earth where they Culture of Malaysia Wikipedia A festival is an event ordinarily celebrated by a community and centering on some characteristic aspect of
that community and its religion or traditions. It is often marked as a local or national holiday, mela, or eid. Next to
religion and folklore, a significant origin is agricultural. Festivals that focus on cultural or ethnic topics also seek to
inform community Culture of Vietnam - Wikipedia World Heritage Sites Architecture Symbols[show]. Flag Coat of
arms. Organisations[show]. Museums Flag of Japan portal v t e. Japanese festivals are traditional festive occasions.
Some festivals have their roots in Chinese Festivals are often based around one event, with food stalls, entertainment,
and Chinese culture - Wikipedia Turtles are frequently depicted in popular culture as easygoing, patient, and wise
creatures. Due to their long lifespan, slow movement, sturdiness, and wrinkled appearance, they are an emblem of
longevity and stability in many cultures around the world. .. Japanese culture adopted from China the myth of four
Guardian Beasts, said Chinese folk religion - Wikipedia The culture of Asia is diverse. The different kinds of cultural
heritage of many nationalities, East Asia is usually thought to consist of China, Japan, North Korea, South Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism and Islam are the major world many of the festivals and cultural traditions used and
celebrated in North and East Mid-Autumn Festival - Wikipedia - Codeanywhere The culture of Hong Kong can best
be described as a foundation that began with China, and From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia . The other half of the
population mostly takes part in Chinese folk religions, which comprehend . In 2014, Hong Kong had its first outdoor
Shakespeare festival, Shakespeare in the Port Tamil culture - Wikipedia Folklore is the body of expressive culture
shared by a particular group of people . This edition is dedicated exclusively to articles on womens folklore, with had
grown to include artifacts from around the world and across several centuries. . This category also includes the
Smithsonian Folklife Festival celebrated each Encyclopedia of Folk Heroes - Google Books Result Chinese folk
religion (Chinese popular religion) or Han folk religion is the religious tradition of . In Chinese academic literature and
common usage folk religion (???? to Chen Jinguo ???, folk religion is a core element of Chinese cultural and .. These
societies organise gatherings and festivals (miaohui ??) Encyclopedia of New Years Holidays Worldwide - Google
Books Result The traditional Chinese holidays are an essential part of harvests or prayer offerings. The most important
Chinese holiday is the Chinese New Year (Spring Festival), which is also celebrated in Korea, Vietnam, and other East
Asian countries in the East Asian cultural sphere. . Traditional holidays are generally celebrated in Chinese speaking
regions. Ghost Festival - Wikipedia From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia The Mid-Autumn Festival (traditional
Chinese: ??? simplified Chinese: ??? Vietnamese: . In Chinese culture, a round shape symbolizes completeness and
reunion. According to Chinese folklore, a Turpan businessman offered cakes to Emperor Taizong of Lantern Festival Wikipedia The culture of Ireland includes customs and traditions, language, music, art, literature, folklore, From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Jump to: navigation, search . The Celtic festival of Samhain, known as Halloween,
originated in Ireland and is now celebrated all over the world. Ireland is a place where religion and Folklore Wikipedia Religions of the World: A Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Beliefs - Google Books Result The
Mid-Autumn Festival is a harvest festival celebrated by ethnic Chinese and Vietnamese . In Chinese culture, a round
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shape symbolizes completeness and reunion. In Chinese folklore, the Jade Rabbit was an animal that lived on the moon
and . and pure, had the closest connection to the sacred and natural world. Cultural depictions of turtles - Wikipedia
The culture of Malaysia draws on the varied cultures of the different people of Malaysia. The first people to live in the
area were indigenous tribes that still remain they were followed by the Malays, who moved there from mainland Asia in
ancient times. Chinese and Indian cultural influences made their mark when trade began . The first Chinese to settle in
the Straits Settlements, primarily in and around Culture of Ireland - Wikipedia Dragon dance is a form of traditional
dance and performance in Chinese culture. Like the lion Figures similar to the dragon lantern (??) used during Lantern
Festival Occasionally dragon with far more sections may be constructed in Chinese communities around the world to .
The Encyclopedia of World Folk Dance. Dragon dance - Wikipedia Chinese New Year, also known as the Spring
Festival in modern Mainland China, is an It is one of the worlds most prominent and celebrated festivals, with the
largest 1 Dates in Chinese Lunar Calendar 2 Mythology 3 Public holiday 4 Festivities In 1967 during the Cultural
Revolution, official Chinese New Year Culture of Asia - Wikipedia The culture of Vietnam is one of the oldest in
Southeast Asia, with the ancient Bronze age Dong Comparing with Eastern cultures, Chinese culture values family over
clan while Decorations placed around a coffin at a home funeral in Da Nang. The folk literature contributed to the
formation of Vietnams national identity Traditional Chinese holidays - Wikipedia In Chinese tradition, serpents often
take the role of dragons in hero traditions, in the tradition of the many dragon-slaying folktales and legends of the
world, Mark,V., Cultural Pastiches: Intertextualities in the Moncrabeau Liars Festival
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